Guardian™ Instruction Manual
In This Package

Guardian

Rain Jacket

Remote Control

AC Adapter

Getting Started
1. Remove the Back Cover

Push down on the top tab and remove the cover.

2. Set the Strobe Light

Switch the Strobe Light to one of the following settings:
(Continued on next page)

Make sure the Main Power Switch is “Off”.

3. Set the Sound

Switch the Sound to a setting that matches the Strobe option
you picked in Step 2. (Example: If you set the Strobe to
“Sensor” then you must choose a “Sensor” sound setting.)

What It Does: Strobe will activate only when
triggered by the motion sensor.

What It Does: Guardian emits ultrasonic
sound when activated by the motion sensor.

Perfect For: Large pests; saving battery

Perfect For: Large pests; saving battery

Compatible With: “Ultra Sensor” or “Alarm
Sensor” sound settings.

Compatible With: “Sensor” or “Off” strobe
settings

What It Does: Guardian emits ultrasonic
sound continuously. AC power recommended.

What It Does: Strobe is turned off
Compatible With: Any sound setting

Perfect For: Small pests such as rodents;
situations where don’t know the pest’s exact
location
Compatible With: “Constant” strobe setting

What It Does: Strobe will activate
continuously. AC Power Recommended.
Perfect For: Small pests such as rodents;
nocturnal animals; situations where you don’t
know the pest’s exact location
Compatible With: “Ultra Constant” sound
setting

What It Does: Guardian emits a loud alarm
sound when activated by the motion sensor.
This setting will override the Frequency Dial.
Perfect For: Large pests; personal safety;
protecting property from intruders
Compatible With: “Sensor” or “Off” strobe
settings

4. Set the Motion Sensor Dial

5. Set the Volume Dial

Important: Perform this step only if you chose a “Sensor” setting
in Steps 2 & 3. Otherwise, skip ahead to Step 5.

Important: Perform this step only if you are chose the “Alarm
Sensor” setting in Step 3. Otherwise, set the Volume to 0.

Setting 30 = about
100ft

Not sure?
Start at around 50

The Motion Sensor Dial allows you to set how far away the
motion sensor will work. Turn the dial to match the approximate
distance you believe the pest will be away from the unit.

We recommend setting the Volume Dial at 50 to start out.
Setting 100 is extremely loud; we recommend not starting
there.

Don’t worry if you have to guess! You will have a chance to
test these settings and adjust as needed in Step 8.

Don’t worry if you have to guess! You will have a chance
to test these settings and adjust as needed in Step 8.

6. Set the Sound Frequency Dial
Note: You only need to adjust this dial if you chose an Ultrasonic sound setting in Step 3 such as “Ultra Constant” or “Ultra Sensor”. If
you are using the “Alarm Sensor” sound setting, skip ahead to Step 7.
Settings 0-4 will typically be audible to humans, while settings 5-7 should be inaudible.
Here’s a few of the more common settings:
•
•
•
•
•

Squirrels/Chipmunks: Settings 3-5
Raccoons: Settings 2-4
Bats: Settings 6-7
Insects/Bugs: Settings 1-4 will work but the sound will be audible. If you
would rather not hear the sound at all, use 5-7.
*Setting #8 is for factory testing only and should not be used.

You may need to try several dial settings within the pest’s range before finding the
perfect one for your situation. You will have a chance to do this in Step 8.

7. Insert Battery/AC Adapter and Turn On

or

then

Turn the Main Power Switch to “On”.

Insert 4 ‘D’ Batteries or insert the AC Adapter into the AC plugin slot.

8. Test Your Settings
IMPORTANT: After testing a setting, you must TURN THE GUARDIAN OFF FIRST before making adjustments.

Motion Sensor

Sound Volume

Sound Frequency

Test only if using a “Sensor” setting

Test only if using the “Alarm” setting

Test only if using an “Ultra” setting

Walk in front of the unit at a distance of
at least 5 feet away. Does the unit
trigger? Adjust and repeat as necessary.

When the Guardian emits the alarm
sound, verify that the volume is to your
liking. Adjust and repeat as necessary.

You may need to try several dial settings
within the pest’s range. Adjust and repeat
as necessary.

9. Install and You’re Done!
You can install the Guardian virtually anywhere, inside or outside. Make
sure that the Guardian is turned on before installation. Choose between
these easy options:
•
•

•

Place the unit on any flat surface such as counter tops, window
seals, ledges, shelves, patios, and more.
Mount the unit using the Mounting Holes on the Back Cover.
The most common places to mount the Guardian include fences,
walls, and trees. Try to install the Guardian at the level of the
pest’s height.
If you are installing the Guardian outside, we recommend
covering it with the Rain Jacket.

Mounting Holes

Rain Jacket

Quick Settings for Common Pests
Bats in the Attic

Squirrels/Raccoons in the Attic

Strobe: Constant
Sound: Ultra Constant
Frequency Dial: 6-7
To Install: Place in attic or where you suspect the bats are
entering the roof area.

Strobe: Constant or Off
Sound: Ultra Constant
Frequency Dial: 3-5
To Install: Place in attic or crawl space depending on
location of pest.

Small to Medium-Sized Pests in the Yard

Personal Safety

Strobe: Constant or Off
Sound: Ultra Sensor / Constant
Frequency Dial: 2-7
Motion Sensor: Adjust to preference
To Install: Place near ground level for small pests. For larger
pests, place at the body level of the pest

Strobe: Sensor
Sound: Alarm Sensor
Volume: 40-100
Motion Sensor: Adjust to preference
To Install: Place near the area you want to protect such
as a hallway, doorway, yard area, RV, etc

Remote Control
The remote control allows you to manually activate the Guardian from up to 75 feet away. Keep in mind
that the Guardian must be turned on for the remote to work. The remote has two buttons: Alarm and Ultra.
Alarm Button – When pressed, the Guardian emits an audible alarm sound. This button is compatible with
the Guardian’s “Ultra Sensor” and “Alarm Sensor” sound settings. If instead the sound is set “Ultra
Constant”, the remote will not trigger the alarm sound.
Ultra Button – When pressed, this button will override the current sound setting on the Guardian and
cause it to emit ultrasonic sound.
Note: If the Guardian is set to “Ultra Sensor” and is sounding off, the first time you push any button on the
remote it will stop the “Ultra Sensor” sound. The second time you push the button, it will activate the
Audible Alarm. To stop the alarm sound, simply push the Ultra button again.

Using the Guardian as a Personal Safety Device
The Guardian™ can be used as a personal safety device to ward off intruders (humans and pests) from your property. We recommend
using the Strobe Light on the “Sensor” setting and the Sound on the “Alarm Sensor” setting so that when motion is detected, the unit
will activate both the Strobe Light and the Alarm Sound. Place the Guardian™ near doors, hallways or anywhere else in your home
where you would like to detect motion.

Specifications
Dimensions
Sound (Alarm & Ultrasonic)
Motion Sensor Distance
Activation Time
Strobe Light
Remote Control
Battery (remote control)
Battery (Guardian)
AC Adapter

5” W x 7 ¼” H x 3 ½” D
5000 sq ft sound distance, 120dB (adjustable) Max, ±/-5dB
5 feet to 100 feet
Triggers for a duration of 7-9 seconds
1 flash per second, 10 seconds total
Activates from up to 75 feet (direct line of site required)
12V / L1028 x 1 (included)
1.5V / D Size x 4 (not included)
AC 120V, 9V/600mA x 1

Return Policy and Warranty
Don't worry, we've got you covered! Your Guardian™ purchase is backed by our 45 Day Money Back Guarantee and 1 Year
Manufacturer's Warranty. For full details, please visit www.goodlifecompany.com/returns or contact us using the information below.

Contact Us
Toll Free: (800) 657-8214
Outside US: (541) 245-4488

Website: www.pestrepellerultimate.com
Email: customerservice@goodlifellc.com

© 2006 – 2013 Good Life®, LLC. Disclaimer: The Guardian™ is not a professional home security device although it can alert you to the presence of an intruder.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

